
VLOA Annual Clinic March 30th @ RUHS 
 
Assignor’s Notes 
 
First and foremost a heartfelt thank you to John Earhart for the excellent 
manner in which he dispensed his duties as Boys Lacrosse Assignor last year. 
Thank you again John…I owe you big time. 
 
John has been ably assisting me for about 5 years and that experience served 
him well last Spring. 
 
John and I chatted about his continuing on this year. He felt that with the 
transition to Arbiter and other concerns that he would rather just Officiate 
this year. 
 
After chatting with a couple of Officials this past winter I approached Jim 
Farrell about assisting me with the assigning in the future. He was very 
enthusiastic about taking on that role. In the future if I am not available 
please contact Jim…his contact info is on Arbiter. 
 
Arbiter: 

1. As you know by now Arbiter will notify you of any changes to your 
game assignments. Arbiter asks that you log on and acknowledge 
the change(s) and follow thru with accepting/declining any new 
assignment(s). 

2. Arbiter will send you an E-mail reminder 3 days prior to your 
game assignment. 

3. Group E-mails sent thru Arbiter appear as addressed just to you. 
Arbiter is concerned about your on line security. 

4. Any Arbiter E-mails sent to you specifically will address you by 
name. 

5. Umpire contacts the Referee prior to the game. Referee calls the 
Umpire if there has been no contact made. 

6. Referee determines the driving arrangements. 
7. Each Official will enter their own mileage on the game report. 

Please remember to use the route(s) that are most advantageous 
to the schools. Mileage is .50 per mile this year. 

8. Independent schools will include mileage with your game fee 
using Arbiter’s mileage. I will let these schools know if you should 
be traveling together and copy you. 

9. Each Official needs to complete a game report. Any game ejections 
need to be explained, in detail, on this report. Call me so I will be 
aware of the report. It is very important that VPA be alerted to the 
ejection early the following morning. 

10. Include in your game report any issues involving the playing site 
or the fans. 



11.  Call or E-mail me if you have a turn back ASAP. If the turn back is       
a week in the future turn the game back on Arbiter. 

12.  Please be professional before, during, and after the game. 
13.  Remember no matter what the level of game you are officiating it 

is the most important game to the players. 
14.   Keep the game SAFE and FAIR. 
15.   HAVE FUN!! 


